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National competition a success for Quiz Bowl
Katie Buchanan
~raff \'imcr

Michael Schreiber
\ ssoc1a1c Copy J·:ditor

Last fall, freshman Greg Peterson
revived Lawrence's once dominant
quiz bowl team. Within a single year,
the new quiz bowl team has already
made it to the National Academic
Quiz Tournaments' Intercollegiate
Championship, the nation's largest,
most prestigious quiz bowl event for
college students.
The Lawrence team made it to
the championship, eventually placing eighth out of 32 teams from
around the country. The team com-

Landbridge
Construction
Commences
Katy Hillbo
News l·'.dit0r

Lawrence will be getting a pretty
and functional addition soon. Anew
land -bridge which will take the place
of the former bridge near Downer is
currently being constructed.
The land-bridge - which will
be ready for the 2008-2009 school
year - will be 65 feet wide, about
the length of Riverview Lounge. The
wide width of the bridge was chosen to provide room for fire engines
in the event of an emergency and

peted April 11-12 at the national
tournament hosted by Washington
University in St. Louis.
Freshman Emily Koenig, another
team member, said, "There were
many, many teams there from all
over the country--we even faced
two from Canada." Other teams at
the tournament included Harvard,
Cornell, Princeton, Dartmouth,
Swarthmore and MIT.
The team competed in the
Division II tournament, which is
reserved for undergraduate teams
in either their first or second year
of existence and teams that have not
previously qualified for the national
tournament.

Lawrence earned a spot in the
NAQT championship by competing in four tournaments between
November and March and placing
first in three of them.
Quiz bowl tournaments typically
feature head-to-head competitions
between two teams who play with up
to four people in each round.
"Dartmouth beat us by five,
which is an incredibly narrow margin... The closeness factor was both
good and bad, because we were
happy to see that we were real competition," said Koenig.
Lawrence's quiz bowl team
includes Peterson and Koenig, fellow
freshmen Richard Wanerman and

Catherine Albright, as well as sophomore Michael Schreiber. Albright
was not able to attend the national
tournament.
Individually, Peterson outscored
all other Division II competitors at
the tournament and received a trophy to mark his personal accomplishment.
The recent success Lawrence has
enjoyed was foreshadowed almost
fifty years ago.
In the past, quiz bowl was incarnated as the "GE College Bowl," a
popular television show sponsored
by General Electric. The show pitted college teams from around the
country against each other; and

in the 1964-65 season, Lawrence
was a five-time winner, making the
maxi.mum number of appearances
allowed on the show and earning a
silver trophy, $10,500 in scholarship
money and national recognition.
The current Quiz Bowl team
seems to be on the same road to
success as their 1960s predecessors. Regarding their 8th place finish Koenig said, "We really came
together as a team."
For more information about the
quiz bowl team's recent success,
visit: http://blogs.lawrence.edu/
news/2008/04/revived_quizbowL
team_earnsJa.html

Viking
Conservatives
Sponsor National
Security Speech

In remembrance of Dave Golub
The Lawrence community is mourning the loss of Freshman David Golub,
who passed away unexpectedly late last
week. Dave's body was found in a local
hotel room April 12, 2008. Police had
released no specific information about
his death at the time of this article,
but they believe that no foul play was
involved. Dave has been described as
a talented person with a great love of
music and learning. Memories of Dave
from friends and faculty are shared in
this issue and our Web site.

Cait Williamson
Staff \'\ 'm er

Sponsored by the Viking
Conservatives, Harvey Kushner,
professor of criminal justice and
security administration at Long
Island University, gave an address
titled "Radical Islam and What to
Do About It" to the Lawrence community Wednesday, April 9.
Kushner is considered one of
the world's leading experts on ter
Photo coun csy o f Facebook
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SIECUS challenges abstinence-only sexual education
Brianna Stapleton
Staff \\rircr

Lawrence students, faculty and
local school teachers had a flashback to the awkwardness of sex
education class Saturday afternoon
during the presentation "Lesson
Plans for Homophobia: AbstinenceOnly-Until-Marriage Programs, AntiGay Harassment, and HIV Stigma in
Schools."
Presenter Maxwell Ciardullo
of the Sexuality Information and
Education Council of the United
States opened the talk with a "mock
lesson" taken straight from an abstinence-only-until-marriage program.
Ciardullo, information coordinator for SIECUS, said he wanted
his listeners to e>..'Perience an abstinence-only classroom so the audience could better understand some
of the issues with abstinence-only
sex education programs.
SIECUS is an organization that
monitors sexual education programs
across the United States. SIECUS pro-
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motes comprehensive sex education ma are common in the lesson plans. speaker, Pam Stenzel, said, "If you
that includes lessons on se>..'Ual oriIn a clip Ciardullo played at have sex outside of marriage, you
entation, gender identity and the the presentation, an abstinence-only will pay. No one has ever had more
effective use of contraceptives.
,-------=----------, than one partner and not paid."
Additionally, when parents and
The federal government gives
students challenge school districts
$176 million each year to these
to provide more comprehensive
abstinence-only -until -marriage
sexual education, SIECUS assists
programs without realizing, as
them in bringing legal action
Ciardullo says, that they are inapagainst the school administration.
propriate for most adolescents.
Ciardullo covered the basic
Ciardullo said that the same
tenets presented in abstinencevideo clips that the audience
only sex education programs.
watched Saturday have been shown
SIECUS prefers to refer to these
to legislators on Capitol Hill to
programs as "abstinence-onlyhelp them better understand the
until-marriage" programs because
often negative message of abstithey state that individuals should
nence-only programs.
only have se,'< within heterosexual
Senior Michael Lott, who
marriage.
interned with SIECUS, was instruUsing clips from presentamental in bringing Ciardullo to
tions by abstinence-only motivacampus. Lott, a member of GLOW,
tional speakers, Ciardullo illussuggested that the group invite
trated some of the tactics used
Maxwell Ciardullo as their spring
by abstinence-Only-until-marriage
Phot~ ·~:. ;\Lichael Korcek speaker.
.
programs. Messages based on fear Prcscntor ~laxwcll Ciardullo used Pnwcrpoint , video
Lott was pleased with the
and shame, medical misinforma- cx:unplcs and rcaJ-hrc narratives ro explain ,he faults o r
response to the presentation. "The
tion, promotions of heterosexual abstinence-only sexual education programs.
attendance was great, and everymarriage and perpetuation of stigone I've talked to since then has
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been really positive in their responses about how they found it interesting and well done."
Much of Ciardullo's presentation
painted a bleak picture of sexual
education in the United States, but
he ended on a positive note. "I feel
that things are moving in the right
direction," he said, citing SIECUS's
many legal victories in local controversies over abstinence-only sexual
education and over schools that ban
gay-straight alliances.
Ciardullo said that change needs
to come at the local level. He shared
ideas for how college students could
help promote comprehensive sexual education and tolerance in local
schools by assisting parent advocacy
groups in setting up e-mail list servers and Web sites, as well as mentoring high school students.
Visit the SIECUS Web site, http://
www.siecus.org, for more information about how to support comprehensive sex education.

Mostly Cloudy
High 64
Low48
Wind: ESE at 7 mph
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VSCS awarded grant for expansion
Grace Christiansen
Staff Writer

Last week, the Volunteer Center
received news that Lawrence
University has been awarded a
grant from the Midwest Campus
Compact Citizen-Scholar Fellowship
Program. The grant came from
Campus Compact, a national organization of college and university
presidents who work to promote
community service and citizenship
skills at schools of higher education. Lawrence University is affiliated with this organization.
Kristi Hill, coordinator of internships and volunteer programs at
Lawrence, became aware of the
opportunity while communicating with other volunteer centers
in Wisconsin. Hill and senior Sam
Gibb began working on a proposal
in November. Gibb, a student intern
at the volunteer center, wrote the
application for the grant.
The M3C fellow program is
meant to be "a scholarship program
to support cohorts of predominantly
low-income and/ or firs t generation

college students who have demonstrated academic abilities while
maintaining involvement and a passion for community building."
The Campus Compact program
is meant to encourage civic engagement at colleges and universities,
and does so by providing funds for
education awards.
Each education award includes
$1,000 and 300 hours of community
service in an academic year. Next
year, the volunteer center will be
hiring eight students as M3C fellows. Each fellow will act as a liaison
between campus and community
agencies.
The agencies chosen will have
sites close to campus and will be
diverse in both missions and volunteer opportunities. One probable
site is Edison Elementary, where one
fellow will be a liaison for IARY,
the Lawrence mentoring program.
The student will be responsible for
finding out the needs of Edison
Elementary and will report back to
potential Lawrence volunteers.
While the Volunteer Center will
make an effort to recruit first gen-

eration and low-income students,
Hill stressed that this opportunity is
open to all students at Lawrence. 1n

addition to five previously existing
positions, the Volunteer Center will
be creating three new jobs as a result
of this grant. One of the positions is
a "social justice coordinator."
"For that, we're looking for someone who's interested and revved up
about social justice," said Hill. The
other two positions will be assistant
positions and are exclusively for
freshmen.
'This is a great opportunity for
the Volunteer Center," said Hill. "It
means that we can get more students involved and hopefully be
open more."
Hill also acknowledged the support of the dean of students and of
President Beck, saying that they had
both been very supportive throughout the application process.
For students interested in
becoming M3C fellows, there is an
information session April 22 from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Volunteer
Center.

Marty Addresses ''The Dilemmas of Fundamentalisms''
Melody Moberg
for The Lawrenllim

A man Time Magazine calls the
"most influential interpreter of religion" in America stepped onto the
Memorial Chapel stage Wednesday,
Apr. 9, lecturing on a topic especially relevant to our world of escalating
polarization and religious extremism.
Theologian Martin Marty
spoke about "The Dilemmas of
Fundamentalisms," peppering his
talk with humorous anecdotes. The
event was part of an ongoing lecture
series for the Wisconsin Academy
of Sciences Arts and Letters, a nonprofit organization seeking to connect "people and ideas for a better
Wisconsin."
Martin Marty is one of the preeminent scholars of religion living
today. He has written over 50 books
and is the recipient of 75 honorary
doctorates. He has also received both
the National Humanities Medal and
the Medal for the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, served on two
U.S. Presidential Commissions, is an
ordained Lutheran pastor and is one
of the few Protestants who participated at Vatican II.
He taught at the University of
Chicago for 35 years in the Divinity
school before his retirement in 1998.
Following his retirement, the university's Institute for the Advanced
Study of Religion was renamed the
Martin Marty Center in his honor.
Despite his retirement, he remains a
prolific writer and lecturer.
1n the early 1990s, Martin Marty
and R. Scott Appleby embarked on
"The Fundamentalism Proj ect," a
multi-year study of world fundamentalisms funded by the John D. and

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
The study culminated in five
encyclopedic volumes published
between 1991 and 1995 by the
University of Chicago Press. What
he learned from this project was the
topic of Wednesday's talk.
Marty began his lecture by
outlining what he means by "the
Dilemmas of Fundamentalisms." He
specifically spoke in terms of plurals because of his emphasis on
"discerning distinctions" and not
"lumping together" diverse religious
traditions.
These "dilemmas" reflect the
choices fundamentalists make personally and collectively - such as
whether they will be peaceful or
militant - and the choices "outsiders" need to make when viewing and
interacting with these groups.
Although Marty acknowledges the diversity of fundamentalist movements, he also recognizes
important traits common to all fundamentalisms. His research focuses
on three of these characterizing
traits.
Marty argues that contrary to
popular conceptions, fundamentalisms are "at home in modernity."
They are acutely aware of the modern world, and, more importantly,
will use technology to promote their
cause and react to threats.
Fundamentalisms are certain
they possess pure, absolute Truth.
Finally, Fundamentalists focus upon
an idealized past when everything
was "perfect." They believe they can
return to that perfection by taking
steps in the here-and-now.
Marty is known for his willingness to engage in a conversation and
promote dialogues about hot-button
issues such as fundamentalisms,

From our kitchen to yours:
Recipes from Dig!_ng Services
Julia Sati
Dining Services Chef
for The Lnvrtnlian

Spring is slowly teasing its way back
to campus, which means that picnic
season can't be far behind. Here's
an easy party punch that's festive
at any grill-out or with a Tex-Mex

Lime Tea Punch
12 C iced tea, brewed or instant
powder made as per package directions
3 Tosp honey
2.5 C frozen limeade concentrate (1
large can)

where it is all too easy to be polemical. To illustrate the active recruitment of Fundamentalisms he joked
that, in contrast, Episcopalians invite
a new member "every 29 years."
His tact and personality shone
though at the question-and-answer
session following his speech. Marty
was confronted by a difficult woman
from the audience who tried to give
him a book and asked him if he
was familiar with it. Marty smiled,
thanked her, and said it contains
"some of the wildest metaphysic" he
had "ever thought of or heard of."
He was also asked to comment
on the Chicago pastor Jeremiah
Wright, one of his former students.
Marty acknowledged that Wright
said "really really awful things."
However, Marty also recounted
hilarious and poignant stories of
evening services he attended at
Wright's church, although he admitted that he tries not to be "involved
in endorsements."
Karen Koenig, a fellow in religious studies, studied under .Marty
at the University of Chicago in the
mid- l 990s. She and other history
of Christianity students played "an
advanced form of Pictionary" at his
home at Christmastime. The winning team got to pick books from
Marty's extensive library.
Koenig said that Marty "combines rigorous intellectual inquiry
and academic integrity with an
unfailingly open and generous spirit," qualities "exemplified" at last
week's talk.
"He urged the audience to be
precise about their language," said
Koenig, "while urging us all not to
talk past each other and shut each
other out when approaching these
difficult issues."
1 T lime zest, grated (optional)
1 Liter ginger ale, chilled
For easy dilution of the honey, heat
up a little water and add honey.
Stir to dissolve completely. Combine
honey solution, iced tea, limeade
concentrate and - optional - grated lime zest. This base can be made
ahead. Keep refrigerated.
When it's time for the party, add
ginger ale and ice for a refreshing
citrus cooler. Makes about 20 servings.

Pho to coum.:sy of Man Scnncwald
Habitat fo r H umaniry vo lun teers o n site in El Salvado r.

Habitat for Humanity
Journeys to El Salvador
Matt Sennewald
for The Lawnntia11

To be honest, I am probably not
the ideal spokesman for Habitat for
Humanity. I don't regularly attend
their meetings, I wasn't part of the
house build over winter term and
the only volunteer work I've done
with Habitat was last year's trip to
New Orleans, a last-minute decision
fueled by the desire to get away. 1n
fact, one would find it fairly difficult
to associate me in any way with the
Lawrence group, especially since I
am renowned for my selfish tendencies. Even so, as a student without
much previous involvement in the
group specifically, I was graced with
the opportunity to join Habitat for
their Spring Break retreat on their
first international trip to El Salvador,
an opportunity that I am more than
thankful for.
Arriving in San Salvador, El
Salvador, we were greeted by a very
welcome grinning sun and temperate climate, immediately making the
23 hour trip seem worth it. We
stayed at San Bernardo, a two-hour
nap away, which was reminiscent of
paradise.
Bathrooms in each cabin, a restaurant that served excellent daily
breakfast and dinner and memory-foam mattresses likened New
Orleans to torture. Furthermore, the
hotel boasted two swimming pools,
a campfire, trampoline, gorgeous
acreage of gardens and a spectacular view of volcanoes and mountains.
Our accommodations far exceeded all expectations. From the very
moment I set foot on Salvadorian
soil, I knew that my future Facebook
pictures would be wondrous, contrasting harshly with the majority of my visual representations. Of
course, while we may have enjoyed
some leisurely swimming and dining, the core of the experience was
in the middle of the weekday.
We woke daily around 6:40 a.m.
in order to get to breakfas t by 7:00
a.m., leave the hotel at 7:30 a.m.,
and make it to the work site at 8:00
a.m. Two vans drove us through
the bustling city of Sonsonate to
the outskirts of San Antonio del
Monte where we met the family
and masons at the foundation of a
very small house made of concrete
bricks.
Throughout the week, our duties
remained fairly consistent. We mixed
and placed two difference kinds of
concrete - chispa and mezcla-- and
we dug and moved - literally - tons
of dirt and rocks. We made sure we
didn't die by resting and drinking
plenty of water. I decidedly put all

of my efforts into this last serious
responsibility. At the end of the
week it was all quite fulfilling, as
our hard work could be measured
by the number of bricks we placed.
However, after some teary goodbyes
we discovered that we had built two
different things: both a house and
relationships.
Though brief, I am certain that
I am not alone in saying that I
thoroughly enjoyed my time with
the family and masons. They were
extremely generous, patient and
understanding. The younger chil·
dren kept us entertained while the
adults kept us filled with fruit and
snacks. Kevin, a six-year old deserv·
ing of mention, made sure to demand
attention, though sometimes shovel·
ing for me while I worked hard on
staying alive and trying not to laugh
at his futile labors.
1n general, they were all hard
workers. Even the young mother of
the family often carried supplies
to help out, only smiling warmly
to express her thanks. The three
masons were all extremely laborious
and patient when we did not know
what to do. Of course, none of these
individuals, we learned, was earning
much money.
One of the most important parts
of the trip was keeping things in
perspective. One mason was paid
$560 per house - a meager 700 ft2
- while his other two helpers were
not paid at all. Miguel, an assistant mason, had sustained an injury
that necessitated surgery. We later
learned he could not afford it and
yet he did not complain once, mak·
ing the act of carrying 60 lb. sacks
of concrete look like child's play.
Having recently been through civil
war, El Salvador's poverty was often
times apparent. However, I remain
confident that we accomplished a
lot, whether through building the
house, or building relationships, or
learning from the general expert·
ence.
As you have been reading this,
I'm sure you've wondered what my
point is. Though my primary inten·
tion is to simply recount the details
of Habitat's first international trip,
it would be unfairly misleading - if
not purely boring - if this were the
only goal. I must further stress how
wonderful the trip was in general.
While the selfish part of me may
have initially gone purely to better
my reputation, or for the acces·
sible and relaxing getaway, in the
end I find myself pleased for a less
superficial reason: the experience
with Habitat was both humbling and
satisfying, and I loved it.
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The secret lives of profs

Scientist of the Week:

Recent documentary filmmaker Martyn Smith
Kayla Wilson

a fifteenth century historian whose
writings have never been translated
into English or any other European
Religious Studies professor
language. These writings are "nosMartyn Smith is firmly insisting on
talgic and topographically detailed,"
the growing importance of the interso Smith wants to add an extensive
net in all aspects of life. From the
web commentary as well as maps
classroom to his own projects and
and pictures to create an "internet
research, technology is helping him
version of Cairo as it existed in the
bring his ideas to a wider audience.
Medieval Period." This project also
The son of an Evangelical pasfits nicely with his yearly class about
tor, Smith originally planned on
Cairo. "It is difficult to imagine the
following in his father's footsteps,
way the past was," he said, adding
attending a conservative school as
that the internet allows the past to
an undergrad. However, he came
"take on an imaginative life in a way
to realize that he didn't necessarily
books can't."
agree with or believe in everything
This fall Smith has a book coming
he was learning. The religious texts
out, "Religion, Culture, and Sacred
themselves however continSpace," which grew out
ued to fascinate him. "I have
of his dissertation and
a love for the text and the bigfocuses on the question
ger questions these traditions
"How did places become
bring up," he said. "Questions
meaningful to human
of how people find meaning
beings?" The book will be
and the structures for underavailable on amazon.com
standing the world."
come October.
While working on his
Other than his work
master's degree, he decided
and traveling, Smith
he wanted to add in another
enjoys music, citing
tradition, one which hadn't
Bob Dylan as a personbeen studied as much at this
al favorite and a smger
time. In 1999 he started takhe and his wife bonded
ing Arabic classes. "Then
over when they were first
9/11 happened and I looked
dating. He also enjoys
like a genius," he said.
reading, claiming to only
His work in Arabic and
read "fun stuff," which
Middle Eastern traditions has
doesn't always mean fieallowed him to travel extention. His favorite books
sively; he has lived a year
Photo by Lindsay I laywa rd
are Thoreau's "Walden,"
each in Egypt and Greece and Professor ,\larryn Smuh" ready for his close-up.
Saul Bellow's "Adventures
summers or lengthy stays
of Augie March," Arabic
in Damascus, Morocco, Lebanon, said. Another way he is attempting writer Masudi's "Fields of Gold" and
Jordan, Ethiopia and Turkey. He to do this is his upcoming "Digital "The Histories of Herodotus."
used to make his world travels every Cairo Project."
"If you know those four books
summer while in grad school, but
Over the summer Smith plans you probably know everything you
after the birth of his daughter last on beginning work on translating need to know about me," he joked.
winter he has had to curtail some of the writings of Khitat of al-Maqrizi,

Staff Writer

1
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these urges, appeasing himself with
local exploring.
Smith, originally from California,
enjoys the opportunity that his job
at Lawrence affords him. "I love to
travel, and the Midwest was somewhere I hadn't been," he said. He has
since made a series of videos about
Wisconsin, which can be found on
his website, oldroads.org, where he
writes about his travels and posts
videos.
Aside from his travel videos,
Smith also filmed a documentary
over the summer about Islam in
America. "I want to move scholarship from just academic journals
to a more approachable venue," he

by Nicole Capozziello

Torrin Thatcher

Scientist of the week is
sophomore Torrin Thatcher,
who has the long-term goal of
entering the world of dentistry.
I swallowed my fear to interview
Thatcher, who eased my preconceived qualms about dentists. I had previously thought
of them as cruel, jabbering and
slightly crazy.
Though he has yet to declare
his major, Thatcher is on the
biochemistry track, with plans
of attending dental school after
graduation m 2010. Before choosing to attend Lawrence, Thatcher
considered going to school for
sports journalism, an interest he
has kept up while at school. He has
looked into some dental schools,
which vary in specialty and don't
require a specific undergraduate
major. He currently isn't leaning
toward a particular one but does
know, however, that he wants to
go into either orthodontia or oral
surgery. This choice hinges upon
personal experience as well as
personal preference. "I don't care
much for cleaning other people's
teeth," admitted Thatcher.
In the summer of 2006,
Thatcher had surgery on his jaw,
correcting the underbite condition
that he inherited from his father.
Thatcher's jaw was re-aligned and
then wired shut for six weeks. His
younger sister, who inherited the
same condition, also underwent

Phmo h\- Jt.:nna

h1to11

the operation. Thatcher observed
and was inspired by the changes
the surgery brought about in both
of their lives. ''It really effected and
bettered our lives," said Thatcher
of the surger), which impacted his
speech and facial appearance.
This summer, Thatcher
v.ill return to his hometown of
Whitewater, Wis. He will continue
to work on the dairy farm he grew
up on, while also job shadm,ing
Dr. Robert Conlon, the oral surgeon who operated on him. Conlon
is among the top oral surgeons in
the state and brings many years
of experience - he performed a
similar surgery on Torrin's uncle
over 25 years ago! Thatcher will
not only be observing the surgeries themselves but will witness
the patient meetings and planning
that precedes such work. Thatcher
is looking forward to seeing the
whole process from the observer
perspective.

After the Bubble bursts: Advice and Anecdotes from James Hall
James Hall
for Th, Lmvren/uJn

Preparing a stock answer to the
pesky question "What are you going
to do with that major?" is one of
the keys to staying sane at a liberal arts institution. Mine was always
"Whatever I want!" which usually
silenced the most irksome inquirers. Surprisingly enough, "Whatever
I want!" has turned out to be an
accurate description of my activities
since graduation last year.
After finishing up at Lawrence,
I needed to get away from Appleton
(hard to believe, I know), so I moved
to Vienna, where I had studied abroad
as a junior. I took a half-time job at
!ES, the institution that facilitates a
term of slacking off and heavy drinking for Lawrence musicians every
fall. Think of it as a midterm reading
period that lasts four months. It's
been fun seeing some familiar faces
as various current students cycle in
and out of the program.
In the meantime I'm performing
regularly in three different bands,

ct}

including my own conceitedly named
quintet, "James Hall Group," which
performs compositions of mine in
the dark, smelly comers of Vienna's
underground jazz scene.
Wednesday will be a highlight, as
it's my first appearance in Vienna's
famed "Birdland." The tight pants
and beret-clad culturephiles will
surely be out in full force, smoking
their Slims and smelling of schnitzel
and B.O. That'll be 18 Euros cover,
please. Welcome to Vienna.
I've always made an effort to surround myself with people I admire.
At Lawrence, I had my upperclassmen heroes that I consciously tried
to emulate. Here, I've been rubbing
elbows with opera singers, playwrights, vintners and jazz musicians.
Once you get out of Lawrence
and discover that not everyone is a
like-minded bedreadlocked rabblerouser you realize that you have to
create your own community, a practice that keeps you sane and makes
you infinitely more productive.

Interesting communities provide
interesting opportunities. One highlight from this year was spending
a weekend at a friend's vineyard,
alternating between tasting wine and
playing trombone duets in his wine
cellar.

Phoco courtesy of James I !all

I (all, '07, Joe:- what he wants in \'1cnna.

Another weekend found me in a
palace ballroom participating in the
first reading of a new play. In general, the words "free ti.me" have lost
their meaning to me, since I'm really
only ever doing things I want to do.
Sometimes I get paid for doing
what I want to do, sometimes I don't,
but either way it doesn't feel like
there's a chasm in my life between
"work" and "fun." That's something
I'm proud of, and I hope it stays
that way.
As every soothsaying graduation speechwriter foretold, the rules
changed after Lawrence. More specifically, they disappeared. At college,
you have some pretty well-defined
guidelines to follow if you want to
succeed: go to class, study once in
a while, avoid the Delts and their
parties, pick your nose in private, be
nice to Nancy Truesdell and don't
date vocalists.
After college, life is a crazy,
hedonistic free-for-all. If you put
yourself in the right place, stuff will
happen to you. Most of my jobs have

come from random encounters with
strangers. Go figure. If I wasn't a predestinarian, I'd be dumbfounded.
A quick shout-out to all the folks
still at Lawrence that I know: cherish
the little things at LU while you can.
I wouldn't trade my current situation for anything, but I sure do miss
dollar pints, free concerts, house
parties, trivia, LCF, Shack-a-thon and
microwaved Downer cookies.
You can bet that in a few short
years I'll be one of those unruly
alums being driven around in a golf
cart at reunions, brandishing my
cane at river flies and reminiscing
about the good old days of Rik
Warch, smoking in residence halls
and Alex Week's heroic rescue of the
senior streak.
One last piece of advice: spend
ti.me figuring out what it is you want,
so that when you're free to go get it
you don't waste your time having an
existential crisis. Get those things
out of your system at Lawrence.
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Above all, Dave told the truth.
Sometimes the truth hurts; at times
it was just what I wanted to hear.
Dave was true to himself, an honorable quality but difficult to live by.
I will follow in the footsteps that
should have never stopped. We all
should, by not only remembering
Dave in his best times, but also by
always being real to ourselves, true
to each other and running with a
smile on our faces.

IN MEMORY
I remember Dave as being this spontaneous character
with a great sense of humor. He was witty and always a
pleasure to be around.
The nicest memory I have of him was when he came
up to me the first night of orientation during karaoke. He
approached me as I was dancing to "Proud Mary" and he
just started rolling like Tina.
I thought it was the cutest thing and we danced all
night. From there on we became friends, but I wasn't
able to see him much because he was always at a track
meet. Nonetheless, he held a very special place in my
heart. Because of his humble character, he will never be
forgotten.
This is the special memory I have to share about
Dave!
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When I moved to Washington in 2000, I was completely lost. David was the first to hold out a helping
hand and he made those first days so much easier.
We grew to be great friends and my experience in
Washington would have been completely different had
I never met him. He was great fun and so unpredictably
funny. He also blew my mind with his insight and I have
yet to meet someone with such a profound view of life.
When I was younger there was nothing I loved more
than going over to the Golub house; it was a house full
of noise, joy and an abundance of love. Even though I
live in Ireland now, I will sorely miss him as a classmate,
a team mate and a great friend. I pray he's found peace
and gone to a better place.

David offered his active, engaged
and sometimes over-the-top intelligence to my freshman studies class
this fall. His barely contained enthusiasm, his willingness to risk his
opinions, his capacity to take criticism and learn from it made him the
kind of student I most treasure. By
the term's end, he'd become something of a Plato freak and, to a lesser
degree, a champion of Einstein. He
came to see me periodically thereafter and I always enjoyed talking to
Abby Fisher
him. He seemed to yearn for intel·
lectual engagement and discipline,
Killian Kiely
both of which I was glad to offer.
Anais Mendez
I viewed David as a very promising
Dave was my boy. Together,
student with a potentially glorious
we started a band named Acoustik
These are some memories from Security had a terrible time getting Country practice a half an hour early future. In short, I was stunned to
Freaking in winter term that we both
some of Dave's friends that lived with him outside. He reported the event and would ask if everyone else was hear of his death and only wish that
got a serious kick out of. We were
him on fi~h floor Kohler:
later and was greatly amused. This ready to leave even though they he'd come to see me one more time.
a cover band of real raunchy songs
*Dave was a great many things to is just one of the many ways that never were.
Yours sincerely,
about sex - i.e R. Kelly and Pretty
many different people, but to us he exhibits the drive that he possessed.
*Dave always told people about
Ricky. We played a few parties, and
was the most amazing person you When he wanted something, like his roommate, Cuong, and he would
Paul Cohen
we were planning to play at the ·
could live with.
learning about music or DJ stuff, always end the story by saying, "I
Union's coffee house. He was also
*Dave's idea of emptying the he would not let anyone stand in love my roommate; he's so great."
One of the things I will remema core member of our intramural
room trash was to take the bag and his way.
*Dave would blurt out anything ber about Dave is his passion and ta!·
basketball team, and playing without
put it into the garbage can in the
*He would sit on the steps out- he was thinking at any moment. He ent for music. Dave could name off
him is going to be sickening. I am
bathroom.
side listening to music, usually a was brutally honest and he expected a million-and-one bands that you've
going to miss hearing him talk about
*Dave didn't use a notebook, but song he had made and just enjoy a the same from others. He could never heard of, and you could bet
DC and the educational system that
rather a notepad that he tore his beautiful night's weather.
tell when people were lying and that they were all good. The thing
he dreamed to change.
notes out of and put into a folder
*He would listen to James Brown he didn't care what other people about Dave was that he so genuinely
Dave, you are my boy, the DC
each day. This was
thought about who he enjoyed music of all forms. He was
to NYC connection will stay strong.
because he decided he
was. He always told it never just dropping names or oneTake care of yourself.
would be more orgalike it was. He had a upping people. He just loved discovLove,
nized at the beginning
wonderful way of ask- ering new bands and finding new
of the term.
ing you something that inspirations for his own music. Dave
Jake Hartmann
*Dave
could
he already knew the was one of my favorite people to talk
make a joke at your
answer to just so that music with, and I will sincerely miss
Dave,
e>..'Pense without you
you would say it.
him and his enthusiasm.
I will miss the unique environ- taking it personally.
*Dave was very
ment you have always created. Who By letting you laugh
intelligent and more
Ben Levine
would have thought that a guitar at your own situainquisitive than anywould go well with the calculus tion he made it less
one else and he made a
"Who IS this guy?" First impresbesides you? I will never forget your serious and easier to
point of demonstrating sions of Dave usually ended with
smile, one with a beard and the one overcome.
it constantly.
such a thought. Whether he was
shaved. I hope you are well, wherever
*Dave was the
*Dave is the only snarling at opponents in intramural
you may be now. I will continue to self-proclaimed DJ
person we knew who basketball, making faces at cameras
smile with the courage you gave me in charge of playing
could go to a different while leading races in cross country,
during my gray days. Thank you, music at any party he
party every ten min- contributing to the Sambistas' drumDave.
attended.
utes or so. He would ming at parties (when he wasn't
*Dave
loved
stay just long enough in Sambistas) or chasing the girl'
Mei Xian Gong
music. More than
to change the atmo- volleyball team around on Saturda1
anything. You could
sphere and then find a nights, Dave was ... Dave. As I sit
Dave,
tell when he was in
new one.
and try to think of the term that
Even days after the news of your his room because
*Dave would walk properly encapsulates him, I am at
passing, we still don't know exactly when he wasn't
across the hall, look- a loss. He was very much so himself;
what to say or how to feel. Both of us sleeping, his music
ing for chocolate and intense, wild, hilarious, e,xuberant,
knew you from the start of your time would be on, from
would only leave once caring, direct, loud, fast, intelligent,
here at Lawrence, and recognized the moment he was
his need was satisfied. thoughtful, loyal and talented are
your unique personality and passion in the door. Other
*Dave had more all just terms that don't come do e
for life. We both had the privilege floors frequently
energy than anyone to expressing how ceaselessly enterof being a part of the cross country asked him to turn his
you know and he had taining it was to be in his presence.
team with you, where we saw your music down. He was
the passion to equal There was a lot to DC Dave but he
incredible natural talent to compete. extremely excited
it. The two of them was more interested in how much
However, more importantly, we saw when he purchased a
combined led to his there was to you. Constantly havyour true passion in relating to us new pair of speakers
approaching every task ing conversations - and I mean
as teammates and people. Your pro- and he immediately
with the same inde- real conversations - with people
found abilil:} to connect with anyone told everyone on the
scribable intensil:} .
and trying to figure out life's quesand everyone you have ever met has floor. Since then, the complaints or Bob Dylan for a whole week non*Dave once found a stockpile tions and mysteries, he truly cared
made you a true friend forever.
rose ex'Ponentially. He usuall 1 did stop.
of old furniture being thrown awa1. about how. people were doing and
ZPR- To pick out a specific his best to comply and turn do\m his
*He once skipped all of his class- He salvaged most all of it with a urgently tried to be of senice to
encounter or moment we shared music, but not before he said some- es to watch the entire series of Band number of trips, bringing back items others. He was passionate about crething like, "You can hear it on your of Brothers. He reported that it was for his room and the rooms of the ating great music - mediocrity wa
Dave, would be too difficult
Whether it was you high-fiving f1oor7 Really? That's so awesome. epic.
rest of us.
abhorred - and generating social
me - the manager camera man -- It's technology. I love technology·,
*He would spontaneously brea1
*Dave had very ex-pressive eyes. reform for the DC public school sysduring a cross country race or per- don't your
out into various characters. He had a He col!ld make them extremely \\ide tem (Washington DC ,,·as his home\.
*Da\'C~ would bring various peo- great \Voody Allen impersonation.
forming our memorable rendition
to convey man1 emotions.
\\ hether he was assuming the role
of the song "Its Business Time," you ple to his room to sing and record
*He was occasionall1 found in
*When Dave heard anyone else of my emergmg busmess partner,
always made me appreciate the little music for fun and seriousness
the bathroom admiring how ripped playing the guitar he would walk philosophical sparrmg associate,
things in life. Although I am not
*Sometimes he left the music on or buff he was and he would make a into the room, ask. them to start motivating ally, running buddy, or
currently on campus, I already feel, when he was in the shower and his joke to that effect. He wasn't afraid playing something and accompany bro, he was much more than simpl\
in truth, overwhelmed. It is a shame door was still open. He was always to make jokes at his own expense.
them on the spot for however long a friend. I shall continually call to
*Dave would impulsively buy it took for him to be satisfied. Then mind the phenomenal memories I
that Lawrence and this world will not sharing music with other people.
*Dave once took a bus to Chicago things and impulsively make new he would say it was good and he was have of our times together, and the
get the privilege of seeing more of
your wide talents. I hope you knew to see Girl Talk and Dan Deacon. friends. He went out of his way to glad we did that and leave the room many laughs that follow suit cannot
how much you meant to me as a He got thrown out of the venue • befriend others. He would randomly just as he came in.
be halted, for such was the nature of
friend, and how much I respected for trying to get past barricades to break dance in people's rooms for
*Dave encouraged all his friends my friend: Dave Golub.
you as a person.
take a peek at DJ equipment and fun.
through positive thoughts. He could
PRS- As a fellow member of learn about it through seeing it. The
*He always got ready for Cross not be kept down by anyone and he
Casey Shaw
Sambistas & Kinkaviwo (LUPE), we
Dave asked me out on a date during preseason. When I asked what we were going to do on this date of ours,
will forever miss your true passion,
Black Organization of Students
energy and desire for the music and he said, "Let's dance outside in the moonlight!" He was supposed to pick me up at 9:00 p.m., but he was so excited (BOS) would like to express our sym·
dance that we practiced for so many for it that he started calling me around 8:30 p.m. to see if we could just go then. I wasn't ready yet. He showed up pathy to the Lawrence campus for
hours. I'm so glad we both got to at 8:45 p.m.; I still wasn't ready. Finally at 9:00 p.m. (as planned), we walked hand in hand to the deck by Briggs. He the loss of our dear friend and
share a little of what makes life at had made a playlist on his ipod for us to dance to, but he decided almost immediately that I did not like what he member Dave Golub. We are deeply
had picked, so instead we listened to Manu Chao, one earphone in my ear, one in his, and danced to the whole CD. saddened aijd will truly miss his
Lawrence just so special.
I gave him crap, because it was a cloudy night and the moon was only visible for about five minutes total. But what enthusiasm.
I was really thinking was, "Who is this ballsy freshman asking a senior out on a date in his third week here???" That
With Love from London,
Zach-Patrick Riley and Paul was Dave. Ballsy.
For more memorials, please visit our
Stevens
website: www.lawrentian.com.
Joy Manweiler
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tioning Obama's patriotism. After
officially swearing off the subject,
she brought it up again two weeks
Last Friday, Barack Obama com- later as she reiterated that if it was
mitted one of the biggest errors of her decision, "[Wright] would not be
the 2008 campaign so far with his my pastor."
quote explaining the bitterness felt
Justifying this return to the subby small-town industrial workers ject, she said that she was merely
in Pennsylvania. In the quote, he reacting to a reporter's inquiry; after
said, "And it's not surprising then a small amount of research, though,
they get bitter, they cling to guns or it came out that she avoided these
religion or antipathy to people who questions after she formally quit
aren't like them or anti-immigrant the subject.
sentiment or anti-trade sentiment as
Last month, she attempted to
a way to explain their frustrations." tout her national security credentials
The quote ignited outrage; it by erroneously saying that she flew
should be noted that it was said at a into Bosnia during the Kosovo crisis
fundraiser in San Francisco, adding under sniper-fire. Tapes proved the
salt to the wound. While I grant that opposite, showing her standing on a
it was an error - politicians should tarmac while listening to an 8-yearnever try to explain other people's old recite a poem about peace.
feelings - I do not believe that the
She later blamed the memory
quote deserves as much backlash as lapse on "sleep-deprivation," which
it has received.
begs the comment that Americans
Hillary Clinton ran a response will have to hope that she does not
adver tisement in which a suffer from a likewise bout when
Pennsylvanian woman says, "I was she is leader of the free world, espeinsulted by Barack Obama's com- cially if she has to answer a phone
ments." While she may have been call of national security importance
justified in the claim, I think it's at "three a.m. in the morning."
clear that Hillary Clinton's campaign
This is a reference to Clinton's
has been much more insulting to the very controversial ad showing imagAmerican public.
es of a sleeping child with a voiceAfter Clinton lost in Iowa, she over asking voters who they would
gave a speech on how she was want in the White House to answer
the real candidate of "change" that a phone call at 3 a.m. dealing with
.\mericans were waiting for; ironic, national security.
especially in the fact that she was
The ad was ridiculous in its lack
accompanied on stage by former of content and its use of extreme
President Bill Clinton, \\ith his for- imagery - sleeping children, dark
mer Secretary of State, ~fadeline lighting and a low, throaty voiceover.
.\!bright, and the former Gen. Wesley It was disrespectful toward voters,
Clark, who made his name during who should not have to be force-fed
the Clinton presidency.
emotionally provocative advertiseThen there was the whole ments.
Jeremiah Wright ordeal, which culIt was disrespectful because it
minated in Hillary's husband ques- showed the campaign's belief that
-------------------------,

J.B. Sivanich
o p; 1,: c1 Edi,or

Raccoons!

Have you seen that giant rac- scuttled down the f***ing tree and
coon? It's ridiculous. It's like the scared the sh*t out of me," says
biggest raccoon ever. I don't know Junior Anna Hainze. "It was finals
about you, but where I come from, week freshman year and I was going
raccoons are dirty. Don't get me to The Grill and that b**ch just
wrong, I'm all for letting bunnies scuttled down the tree, scared the
and squirrels run around to create sh*t out of me." How rude!
The raccoon struck again on
the illusion of a sylvan wonderland,
but one giant, slow, fat, dirty and Anna's birthday two years later. "We
tiny-footed raccoon does not a pas- were smoking and I was chasing it
all like 'whap whap
toral scene make.
whap,"'
Spencer
Let me tell you what
Neitzel mused eloI know about raccoons:
quently.
Sometimes they live in
trees, sometimes they
Friends, this raccoon is a fearless
live in bushes, somebeast. I remember my
times they hide in
trashcans and somefirst encounter with
times people catch
it as a lowly freshman: we stared each
them and tum them
____........__ _ __. other down outside
into ugly hats. Now let
of
the
library.
Eventually the racme tell you what Wikipedia knows
about raccoons: they live in loose coon moved along, but not without
groups, sometimes they are albino, giving me an icy look of menace that
there is a good chance that they are I could only interpret as a threat.
rabid, and get this, the reason they
Raccoons terrorize and annoy
are found in Europe is because they people all the time and nothing
escaped from fur farms. There is no is being done about it! If there is
way that anything that comes from anything or anybody who has bena place with a name like that can be efited from liberal white guilt, it's
any good. No way.
the raccoon. Just because it's assoI always say that the best way ciated with nature preserves and
to know the true character of some- Pocahontas, people keep giving racthing is to watch some stuff about it coons chances they don't deserve.
on you tube. If you youtube raccoons Raccoons will steal just to steal, if
you will come across three types: you don't believe me youtube 'rac1. raccoons eating stuff and being coon steals floor mat', irrefutable
boring--unlike videos of cats eating proof.
"Why is she writing this artistuff, which is adorable, 2. raccoons
fighting things that are smaller than cle?" you may be asking yourself.
them and 3. raccoons stealing things. Too long has this silent foe of the
These videos are rarely entertaining Lawrence student body gone unnoticed. This article is a call to action.
but almost always infuriating.
Lawrence students have been Not really, but it is some stuff I've
victims of the Lawrence raccoon's been thinking about.
guerrilla tactics for many years. "It

viewers would not be able to see
through this attempt to create a
crippling - and false - sense of
fear.
Clinton's biggest insult to the
American people was her claim that
pledged delegates do not have t_o
actually cast votes for who their
constituents voted for, and her asking for Obama's pledged delegates
to switch at the national convention.
Though this may technically be
legally possible somehow, it is more
un-American than a monarchy. At
least in 2000, George Bush was playing by standards - the electoral
college, flawed as it may be - written in the Constitution and used in
every presidential election since the
country's birth.
By suggesting this, Clinton is
trying to take power away from the
people in a way that is so blunt you
would think that this is Russia. This
brings up three questions when considering a Hillary Clinton presidency: What tactics would she resort to
in order to grab power? What other
American values would she eschew?
And how could she sleep at night
knowing that she holds the same
position that George Washington,
John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
held?
It's thi s overly patriotic, undemocratic and fear-based campaigning on the Clinton side that smells
suspiciously of our current president and reveals the campaign's low
opinion of the American people.
It will be a gross irony if Obama's
comment leads to his loss of the
nomination, as he will have run a far
less insulting campaign than Clinton
but will be sunk because he was considered insulting.
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Though a bit ambiguous, I think
that it is fairly clear from this prinWhen I was younger, I was ciple that there is a goal in mind.
always a fan of the Olympics. My The two phrases, "promoting a
first Olympic memory is watching peaceful society" and "the preservathe 1996 Olympic Games held in tion of human dignity," both seem
Atlanta in the basement of my par- very much like agendas set by the
ents' best friends' house.
Olympic Games. If this is true, then
More specifically, I remember this alone should allow political
Kerri Strug's awe-inspiring perfor- criticism to be leveled towards the
mance on the vault-one. She landed Olympics.
on one foot, looked to the judges
But what about past precedent?
and then collapsed, clearly in pain. Have the Olympic Games been used
It was later announced that she had for political purposes in the past?
tom two ligaments in her ankle on The answer to that question is a
the jump. I continued to watch the resounding, "Yes."
Olympics until I got older, skipIn fact, politics have played a
ping the 2006 Winter Games almost major role in the Olympics for many
entirely. Still, I look back on the years. In 1936 the Olympics were
Olympics with a comfortable feeling held in Berlin, and they were a major
of childhood nostalgia.
platform for Nazism and Hitler's
Today, I can't help but feel brand of racism. In 1968 at the
a little bit disappointed. For the Olympics held in Mexico City two
first time in my life, the Olympic American athletes, John Carlos and
games have become political; people Tommie Smith, gave the Black Power
are protesting the Olympic Torch salute while on the medal podium.
Procession in response to China's In 1972, terrorists from Palestine
relationship with Tibet and continu- kidnapped and killed 11 Israeli athing human rights violations. The letes, and in 1980 even the U.S.
first thought that comes to my mind joined the politicizing of the games
is, "Politics do not belong in the by boycotting the Olympics to be
Olympic games," a throwback to the held in ~loscow. If the Olympics
childlike innocence that pervades were once put forth to be above
my memories of the Olympics. politics, that certainly doesn't hold
But the question should be asked; true any longer.
do politics belong in the Olympic
It is important to acknowledge
Games?
the potency of a symbol such as the
One should first look to the Olympic Games. Perhaps it is too
Olympic Charter, which outlines cynical to say that such a symbol
the rules and goals of the Olympic could never nse above poli ticizing,
Games. In the Charter can be found but I think that that is the fact of the
the "Fundamental Principles of matter at hand. The Olympics are
Olympism." The second principle meaningful; they represent unity,
states: "The goal of Olympism is cooperation and peace. To suggest
to place sport at the service of the that the country that hosts the
harmonious development of man, Olympics should be committed to
with a view to promoting a peaceful those principles is perhaps not so
society concerned with the preserva- unreasonable.

sra ff w ri,er

Harvey Kushner: Question and Answer
J.B. Sivanich

an American citizen; it's a privilege.

Op/ Ed Editor

Last week, The Lawrentian had
to the opportunity to sit down with
counterterrorism expert Harvey
Kushner to ask him about his take
on terrorism and current events.
Kushner is the author of "Holy
War on the Home Front: The Secret
Islamic Terrorism Network in the
United States" and is a Professor
of Criminal Justice and Security at
Long Island University.
Q; How would you rate the cur-

rent ad.ministration's response to
terrorism? What could it be doing
better?
A: On a scale of 1 to 10, I give
them a 6, C-. That's good. Probably
someone else in the same position
would have had less of a response,
like a John Kerry.
What should be done? We have
to re-evaluate who we let into the
United States.
Certainly illegals, but also who
do we take into this country legally?
That's the first basic step
because we're not at war with terrorism; the United States is at war with
Islam - militant Islam. And that's
where the administration has failed
miserably, because they haven't
made the American public aware of
that - we're at war with a religion,
not some abstract concept. Unless
we deal with that specific problem,
we'll never be able to a handle and
stop it.
We have to look at who is getting visas from parts of the world
that have significant hatred to the
United States. It's not a right to be

Q: Is it Islam in general or just radical Islam?
A: Well, I mean you separate it
for me because I can't. I can't name
any moderate Islamic-folk. Why
don't they step up to the plate? Why
isn't there a Reformation in Islam
like they had with the Protestant
Reformation? Now, other religions
have come to this country and they
have integrated into American society. In fact, other religions have
changed.
But that's not the case with
Islam. Islam would like to maintain
its roots to its Holy Book and that
doesn't fit within the American form
of government. So I ask them, if you
want to play by our rules, play by
our rules and you're welcome here.
Q: Which presidential candidate is
best prepared to deal with these
issues?
A: Nobody (laughs).
Q: Not even McCain?
A: No. I'm a staunch conserva-

tive and a Republican, but he's not
my cup of tea. I think he would
understand the nature of Islamic
terrorism, and be able to handle
that. I think John McCain is certainly
the lesser of all evils.
Q: Do you have comments about a
Barack or Hilary candidacy?
A: B. Hussein Obama? Is that
who you're talking about? B. Hussein
Obama? I think that it is disturbing
that if you call someone by his name
you're considered to be racist or an
islamophobe.
Anyways, I don't think he has

the experience. He said just yesterday that he thinks We should
negotiate with Iran, which is total
insanity and shows the naivete of a
young man who knows nothing of
world politics.
Q: Hillary?
A: That's another winner. I do

think Hillary would do better when
it comes to fighting a threat to the
American security than B. Hussein
Obama.
Q: Are we safer now than before
9/ 11?
A: Well, now al-Qaeda is all these

splinter groups all over the world
who can pick up at any time. That's
why you have the London bombings
the Madrid bombings; these are all
cells that weren't connected to central command. The al-Qaeda state of
mind is out there and it's spreading.
With 1.5 billion Muslims worldwide ...
I'm going to use the numbers that
the government's say themselves,
you know "In my country only 5
percent of Muslims are extremists"
and if you use that number, five
or ten perc;ent, you're talking 150
million people. It's a major problem
that continues to fester.
And it's not centralized so you
can't get at it in one blow. So it's
worse today, than it was in 2001.
And I don't see no end to it. I think
the darkest days of World War II
were bright to what our future holds.
Because when it came to the Nazis,
or the Japanese, you could pretty
much put them in a room and kill
them. You can't do that with radical
Islam it's too spread. Now you have
splinter cells and lone wolves, which
is just terrible for us.
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design. For example, a ruffled or
print blouse puts a cute spin on a
classic item. I've also seen several
shirts and boots that subtly incorporate part of the "Victorian" look
that's been popular on the runways,
just by adding cool buttons or a
slightly high-necked collar.

Classic or Trendy?
Spring has come. With warmer
weather comes some interesting fashion choices, including lots of too-short
skirts, which is something we just
will not get into this week. Warmer
weather also lets us explore some new
trends. So this week, we would like
to discuss something slightly more
philosophical: What is the perfect
ratio of trendy to classic to strive for
in your wardrobe? What are the pros
and cons of trendy clothes?
KW: I feel like the warmer months
usually bring more temptation to
hop on trend bandwagons, probably because there is a lot more
room for experimentation when you
don't have to worry about dying
of exposure. However, I tend to be
wary of buying too many trendy
items because I know there is a good
chance that I will hate them in a few
months and then will be sad that
I spent my money on, say, a long
brightly colored top to be worn with
skinny jeans, rather than that really
pretty dove grey cardigan. My rule is
85 percent classic, 15 percent trendy
or some close approximation.
EP: I find that my summer wardrobe
is usually about 50/50 in terms of
classic and trendy. In terms of buying said pieces, I am always really
wary of purchasing any "trendy"
item that is really "out there" or is
starkly different than my usual style.
For example, I will buy palazzo pants
this summer because they are in
and are a cool vintage classic that is
coming back. They also fit well with
my usual slightly late 1960s-inspired
look. I will not, however, purchase
pleated pants, ever, despite the fact
that they are experiencing a surge in
popularity amongst some big name
designers.

AA: So ... maybe a good question to

KW: I think that working trends in
to your wardrobe is important, but I
don't like spending a lot of money on
something I know I won't wear after
a few months. Forever 21 makes me
really happy, because then I don't
have to feel bad about buying a few
- or a few dozen - trendy pieces. It
makes no sense to shell out money
on trendy clothes, especially if you
don't have any money.

It makes no sense to
shell out money on
trendy clothes...
AA: I love classic things, because
they are reliable and will go with

anything else you own. Things like
dark-wash jeans, black dresses, flats
and cardigans are crucial! As you all
have said, these classics help to tone
down the trendiness of any of-themoment style. That helps to make
trendy clothes look classic, even if
they go out of style eventually.
EG: Good point. I like EP's suggestion

of fitting the trends to match your
own style or "classic" look. For those
who may be afraid of buying pieces
that are "too" trendy, I'd suggest
finding a classic item that incorporates new or trendy ideas into its

talk about now is, can you be too
classic? I>oes sticking to classics
mean you're just being too safe?
Maybe ... boring? I guess another part
of that question could be, do you
have to invest in trends in order to
be stylish?
EG: I definitely think you can be too

classic - there's a point when wearing a cardigan and straight-legged
jeans everyday, sans accessories,
bold colors or prints, becomes boring. It's perfectly all right to sample
from the various trends going on at
the moment.
KW: I also agree with incorporating
trends that suit your already-established style. I know that I get excited
when a cardigan is reworked into
a new shape, style, print, color. It
is still a cardigan and fits in with
my librarian-chic look, but it is current. I also feel like pieces that are
new twists on classic pieces have
more longevity and can be better
incorporated into your wardrobe.
Accessories are also a great way to
work in trends for those who are
wary of looking too trendy. If you
are a little afraid of all these bright
colors, get a bright yellow bag or
shoes.

You heard it here first: trendy is not
always chic! Just because it's warm
out does not mean it's time to jump
into too many crazy looks. Classic
is always great, but classic should
never mean stuffy.

Retraction
I would like to apologize for
the erroneous title of Ryan Day's
April 11 column, "Ethics, Culture
and Mormons."
The column detailed recent
events occurring in a compound of
the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, a different and separate sect that shares
some of the basic doctrines as the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints.
In practice, however, the two
groups are different in many areas,
primarily in the practice of polyg-

Construction
continuedfrom page 1
to make the campus seem more
connected.
Project Coordinator of the new
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amy. As Day noted in his column,
members of the Fundamentalist
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints practice polygamy, which is
illegal under U.S. law, whereas the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints has officially banned this
practice since 1890.
The error occurred in my addition of the word "Mormon" to the
title of column. The term "Mormon"
only applies to members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints and is not correctly
used to describe members of the

Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints or members of any other sect that practices
polygamy.
Day had nothing to do with
this error since the title change
was all of my own doing. For this, I
would like to publicly apologize not
only to Day but also to members
of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints and readers of The
Lawrentian.

campus center Lynn Hagee said that
the new bridge is intended to be a
"gateway to the rest of campus"
since it is being designed as an
extension of the surrounding land.
The land-bridge will be lined
with blooming trees and other landscaping. Other elements include .a

stone bench with a donor-chosen
quotation on it, a facade that is
engraved with the name of the
university, wireless lighting and a
"walking mall" on John Street that
will display more landscaping.
Like the new campus center,
the bridge was designed with

J.B. Sivanich
Op/Ed Editor
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The Inseparable and
the Apathetic
Dear ECW,
Lately, I've begun to notice that
my boyfriend and I have started
doing everything together. We eat
every meal by ourselves, and we've
even started to share a tray so we
can sit closer together while we eat.
I've also started to realize that when
he watches America's Next Top Model
with me instead of playing beer pong
with his guy friends, he might not
actually be having fun. We don't
have much to say to each other anymore, but I really enjoy asking him
whether or not he thinks I'm getting
fat. We've even
started to dress
alike, but I think
that could just
be a stylistic
choice, right?
I have always
been excited
about our future
together, but
now I'm worried
that we might
be getting sick
of each other.
Dump your boyfriend. That is
the only advice I can give you in
good conscious. Your relationship
sounds similar to that of most complacently married middle-aged bores
who have grown tired of having fun
and seeing people to whom they
are not married. You will spend
probably fifty years of your life staring silently at another person while
you both gum your oatmeal. Your
college years are intended to be
spent behaving without discretion,
flirting indiscriminately and showing little regard for your future. If
you do allow yourself to get tied
down, you should at least allow your
boyfriend to spend more time with
his friends than he does with you,
because unlike you, they're good at
video games. You will never have
this traditional college experience.
Unless you have become so mired in
the throes of long-term commitment
that you can no longer imagine life
on your own, it would really be in
your best interest to cut your losses
and turn your poor boyfriend loose.
If you have in fact realized the feminist's worst nightmare, and you are
indeed nothing without him because
you've managed to alienate all your
friends by talking endlessly about
your boyfriend, you going to have to
environmental concerns in mind.
Hagee said that she worked with
Professors Knutson, Sedlock, Clark
and Bj0rnerud to make the bridge
more eco-friendly and that one of
Knutson's environmental studies
dasses helped to design the bridge.
Soil and bricks from Hulburt House

hold on for dear life. In this case, it
looks like you're stuck, you've got to
stick with him and resign yourself to
the fact that you will probably make
a pretty good housewife because
you've had tons of practice.

Dear ECW,
I feel like I might be on the verge
of becoming desperate enough to
start a relationship with someone to
whom I've never really had an attrac·
tion. We've been friends for a while,
so I don't really know if it's possible
for us to advance our relationship
past this stage. When
is the right time to
attempt this, and is
it possible he's even
interested in me?
From my own
personal experience,
I can only suggest
that perhaps he is
actually interested in
your best friend, or
your mom, maybe.
Or he might really believe that you're
an extremely attractive, intelligent
person with much to contribute to
someone's life, but he really doesn't
want to date you now, or actually,
ever. Perhaps he needs something
from you, like a Downer swipe. Or
maybe he's perpetually drunk.
If this is an atypical instance, I
can only suggest that you pursue
the relationship itself, without com·
ing across as being too invested in
the outcome. If you feel the desire
to take romantic relationship to the
"next level" either physically or psychologically, I feel that it becomes
appropriate to do this by "making
the next move," when the amount
of physical contact surpasses the
amount you would consider creepy
from one of your brother's friends.
In this case, I say by all means
"go for it," because he is definitely
"interested," and your relationship
could blossom into something wonderful, or at least something okay for
a couple weeks.
As promised, I will offer love
advice to even the most pathetic of
Lawreni;:e University students, and I
will try my best to bring a glimmer
of hope to their otherwise hopeless
romantic escapades. If you do not
find my advice helpful, or at least
liberating, than I suggest you just
give up.
will be reused for the project.

The addition of the new land·
bridge will serve to eliminate the
disconnect between the two "sides"
of campus and make the grounds
feel like a cohesive area.

"Sean Connery, I could sit and
listen to his voice all day."

Photo poll by Sarah Page

What
celebrity
'Would you
like to see
as an LU
professorP
- Eli Wallace

- Leila Sahar
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Community
During this past academic year, the Lawrence community has
endured three startling losses with the passing of its members Kaitlin
Mahr, Jen Fitzgerald and Dave Golub. These deaths have struck a chord
within our community and have affected us all. The responses to these
tragedies have been striking in their number and their sincerity. These
events have reminded us how much we value our close-knit community
and the bonds we form within it. These bonds are what support us in
times of need, like this one.
This is why we wanted to show our appreciation for the Lawrence
community. From administration to faculty, to counseling, to residence
life, to fellow students, the community has been supportive, understanding and flexible. This response has been consistent throughout
this rough year, further reaffirming the caring aspect of our unique
environment.
As students, we want to thank the administration for their smooth
and delicate handling of such a sensitive situation. Counseling was
present when needed, professors were quick to accommodate and the
administration was respectful in their extended assistance.
The student body has been embracing to members most affected by
the losses. Their awareness and understanding has helped absorb the
shock of these tragedies for the whole campus.
Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families and friends of
these three fellow Lawrentians and our gratitude is extended to the
greater Lawrence community for their response, which in a way, has
brought us closer together.

Security Speech
continued from page 1
rorism and security matters. He
has been an advisor to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, the Federal
Aviation Admirlistration and the U.S.
Customs and Borders Protection
agency.
Kushner also served as an expert
witness in several prominent court
cases involving international terrorism. His most recent work includes
"Holy War on the Home Front: The
Secret Islamic Terror Network in

the United States" and several other
books on terrorism.
Kushner emphasized in his
address that Americans need to
become more aware of the serious
threats posed by Islamic extremists.
"The spread of Islam into western
culture is a problem the western
world needs to face," Kushner said.
Jerald Podair, associate professor of history and Robert R. French
professor of American studies,
thought the lecture was interesting.
"I think it's interesting [that
Kushner] obviously feels that we're,
as a nation, missing some clear
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Times', but defeating it does not "Something that a pirate says but
bring the pride that defeating a minus the 't' at the end." Or I might
puzzle edited by Will Shortz does.
use "avee," which you could get with
Will Shortz' name comes with the clue "What comes after s-t-u?"
a bit of prestige that is sometimes My unique words would truly make
overhyped by crossword fanboys. my puzzles rare birds.
He does a terrific job as the editor of
I would also not make the misthe "NYT" crossword, but does not take of having a lot of stupid cindeserve the cult of personality to ematic questions in my puzzles. I
which some word-nerds subscribe, don't mind seeing a little bit of pop
especially because crosswords are culture in a crossword as long as
not all that difficult to write.
it is genuine pop culture, but the
I could probably write really name of the director of an obscure
good crosswords if I tried. For one, foreign film does not count as pop
I know a plethora of interesting culture. I also don't mind seeing
words. See? I also know a bunch questions about art because I could
of big words that would be good stand to be a little more cultured,
for those big word spaces. I would but I don't consider movies to be
Crosswords are a lot of fun to not be daunted by a nine-letter art. If you want to be a real artist
do! Here at good ol' Larry U, 11 gap because I could use plenty of you should not work in a medium
crosswords are delivered to your nine-letter words to fill that hole. where your work can be compared
doorstep every week - two a day A lesser crossword author might to "Daddy Day Care."
Monday through Friday, and one on use two words to fill up that space,
If Eddie Murphy is reading this
Sunday. Who would not take advan- like a five-letter and a four-letter or column, I don't mean to impugn
tage of this tremendous opportu- three three-letter words, but I would "Daddy Day Care." I think that you
nity? Not me, that's for sure!
not resort to such cheap tactics in did a great job and I respect the
In the daily crosswords pro- my puzzles.
film because it gave me an idea for
vided by The New York Times and
I would also not resort to using a summer business that made me a
The Chicago Tribune you have two words from the crossword canon lot of money last year.
distinct types of puzzles. The New whenever I come up blank. When
Speaking of money, I did my
York Times is usually pretty witty filling up a four-space gap that own taxes for this first time this
and has clever clues, and its themes starts with A-V, Will Shorty would year. At least, that was the plan, but
are occasionally outstanding. The probably resort to "Avon," "avow," then my dad did them for me again.
Chicago Tribune crossword is a dif- or "aver." If he was feeling espe- It is a good thing that he took over
ferent style, if "worse" is a style. cially special he might put in "Aviv," because he saved me a lot of money.
The clues are not very inventive and the clue for which would be the It turns out that you can claim your
the whole puzzle is more straight- incredibly creative "Tel ____ ." I, on "Animaniacs" DVDs as business
forward. This puzzle has neither the the other hand, would come up expenses if you run a daycare.
intrigue nor mystique of the former. with a real humdinger. I might put
It is not necessarily easier than the in "avas," and the clue would be
'---------------------------------------~
signals from our enemies that we affected by terrorism."
Hagin said, "Just because this
should be paying attention to,"
Sophomore Christopher Hagin, a issue is so unpleasant and fairly
Podair said.
member of the Viking Conservatives complex, many people do not want
Podair added that Kushner's said, "Kushner's main point about to acknowledge it or even discuss
"lecture was a wake-up call to America having to wake up to this it. Students should come to the
Americans, generally to the threat problem·is definitely the most rel- realization [that] .. .We can't just sit
he [Kushner] feels they face. We live evant point of his whole speech.The back and allow extreme Muslims
in a part of the United States where 'Lawrence Bubble' effect here on to take over our liberal democratic
it's extremely unlikely to be directly campus doesn't help either."
society."

How green is the average Lawrence student?
Jessica Vogt
Columnis,

When I went to the bathroom in
the middle of the night last night, all
the hallway lights and the bathroom
lights - including the shower lights
- were still on when I got there.
"Have these been on all night?" I
thought. "Do they need to be?"
This got me thinking: Just how
"green" or Earth-conscious is the
average Lawrence student? This
term, my column will follow a typical Lawrence student through a
typical day, investigating the "greenness" of day-to-day activities. This
week's article will present some of
the questions that will be answered
in my column during the rest of the
term, from shower water use to what
you eat.
7:45 a.m.: Wake up, shower, and
get ready for class. How long is
the average Lawrentian's shower?

How often do you shower? What
kinds of shower products do you
use and where do they go after they
disappear down the drain? Do you
tum off the bathroom lights upon
leaving if there's no one else there?
When you get dressed, what are the
clothes you wear made of? Where
do they come from and how are
they made? Are there more "green"
clothes on the market (and affordable for college students)?
8:30 a.m.: Class. Bet you thought
there'd be nothing "un-green" about
learning. But what are you taking
notes on? A computer that uses
energy? A bleached, bright white
new notebook with a shiny cover?
Reused one-sided computer paper?
And do you print out all those
PDFs that your philosophy professor e-mails to you? Is it better to
print out an article or read it on the
computer?
12:20 p.m.: library. What can

possibly be wrong with a building
of books that you can check out
and use and reuse again and again?
Think about it. Is there even an
argument you can make against the
"greenness" of libraries? But what

The Green Scene

about the per capita light use in the
library, including those few lights
that are left on all night? What about
the other large academic buildings
on campus? Here, I'll also look at

"Cristiano Ronaldo."

light-use in large buildings in general across the U.S., because lights are
often left on all night for so-called
security reasons in many public or
private buildings.
1:30 p.m.: Lunch. Here's the
one you've been waiting for. How ·
"green" are you eating - or can
you even eat "green" - at Downer,
Lucy's or The Grill? Is cafeteria food
inherently more, less or about the
same "green" than conventional,
home-cooked food? Does it matter
where our foods come from? What
are the most "green" foods? And the
big one: meat, vegetarian, or vegan
- what's the "greenest"?
9 p. m.: Parties. The ultimate
question I know you've all been
dying to know the answer to: How
"green" are LU parties? Are mixed
drinks or beer better on the environment? vVhat kind of cup are
you drinking from - a red Solo or
the clear SOUP glasses? How much
"Britney Spears. She could be
a psych professor!"

- Paul Richter

- Sveinn Sigurdsson

- Katelyn Condon
- Chelsea Biba

waste is created from the average
party7 Do you recycle all those beer
cans and paper "Franzia" cartons?
And finally, how to "green" your
next party.
2 a m.: Bedtime. Another kicker
of a question - how "green" is your
sex life? Is it possible to have a
"green" sex life? And also the basics
of dorm room temperature control.
Do you open your window in the
middle of the winter because your
room overheats? Do you crank you
heat if you can, rather than putting
on more clothing? How can your
make yourself not freeze or roast
in campus housing in a "green"
manner?
If you have specific questions
about "green" campus living, I am
happy to try to address them in
the column. Please e-mail vogtj@
lawrence.edu with questions or
comments. Start thinking: Just how
"green" are you?
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Eric Prichard
Staff Writer

Indie electronic artists Caribou
and F*** Buttons performed an
engaging show at the Empty Bottle in
Chicago on Friday, Apr. 11. On tour
together, the two groups performed
two shows at the Bottle, both sold
out to an affectionate fan base. The
groups led a rousing show of electronic wizardry, pop sensibilities,
and percussion-driven indie rock.
F*** Buttons, an experimental electro-noise duo from Bristol,
England opened the show with a
short but lively set comprised of
extended, improvisatory versions
of songs included on their new
release Street Horrrsing, from ATP
Recordings.
The duo, comprised of Andrew
Hung and Benjamin John Power, is
difficult to categorize. Utilizing a
myriad of electronic gadgets and
a children's vocal microphone/ tape
deck, the group creates room-filling
electronic beats and glitches with the
lovely addition of Power's guttural

Caribou prefo rms at local ,·cnu e.

yelling, through said microphone.
The result is an innovative and envelope-pushing electronic amalgamation. Ambient dreamscapes, throbbing house beats and incomprehensible screaming made for an exciting
live show.
The duo and their equipment lay
scattered across a makeshift table on
the Empty Bottle stage, with Power
and Hung on opposite ends of the
table, coordinating drum breaks,
keyboard loops and snare drum hits
with fierce eye stares towards each
other.
The set began with a song entitled "Sweet Love for Planet Earth"
from Horrrsing. Unlike the recorded
version, the duo looped the ambient,
dreamy glockenspiel of the song and
coupled it with dense soundscapes
of keyboards and computers. The
song progressed into a thoroughly
complex organism of pulsing and
throbbing beeps and mind-numbing
bass.
Improvisation ruled the night,
as they continually pushed the envelope throughout their set, creating
increasingly dense atmospheres that
permeated audience members to the
core. Volume and incredibly coordinated lighting served to create deep
sensory experience. Although their
set required some patience --most
of the songs were 10 minutes long
- any noise-electro fan would have
been drooling with fascination at
their manipulative electronic wizardry. The crowd, with folded arms,
seemed to enjoy the set in a foldedarms way, although F*** Buttons
seemed that they would be more at
home playing for a great house party
than anywhere else.

The small venue filled to capaci- Sonia Emmons
ty, though, as Caribou was setting up Fo r Tht Lawrm h·an
their set. The 10:00 p.m. show was
the second of the night for the two
It is a rare event that I experibands, with a 7:00 p.m. show having ence belly dancing, Brazilian drums,
been added because the first show Brahms and boys dancing in red
sold out. Dan Snaith, lead singer and · sashes all in one sitting. This can only
mastermind behind Caribou, was mean one thing: cue the Lawrence
accompanied by his usual live band, Difference!
with the exception of drummer Brad
Last weekend was Lawrence
Weber. Weber, sidelined with a frac- International's 13th annual Cabaret
tured wrist, was replaced by Ahmed show, held this year in Stansbury
Gallab, the drummer from Sinkane. Theatre. For the first time in the
Gallab filled in flawlessly and one show's teenage existence, there were
could not have guessed that he was two performances, one Saturday
not Snaith's regular drummer. The night and one Sunday afternoon.
accompaniment of bass, drums and Cabaret 2008 - Mosaic of Cultures
guitar/keys followed Snaith who led - featured music and dance from
from keys, guitar, drums, and occa- many of the 50 countries representsionally recorder. There's something ed by Lawrence's 170 international
exciting about the all-too-rare event students. These students constitute
of having two drum kits played at over 10 percent of the student body,
once, whether they're complementa- and their presence is never felt more
ry or in unison, and Caribou brought strongly than at Cabaret.
this excitement to the Bottle.
The excitement of Sunday
Caribou's set consisted primar- afternoon's show was somewhat
ily of songs from 2007's critically diminished by the sad news of Dave
acclaimed "Andorra." They played Golub's death the night before. The
hits like "Melody Day," "Sandy," and Sambistas announced that the show
would be dedicated to Dave and the
U board asked that the audience rise
for a moment of silence before the
show began.
Students sang, danced and modeled international clothing beneath
50 different countries' flags that
hung above the stage. The performers included many American students who happily donned the costumes and learned the dance steps
alongside therr international comrades.
There were two fashion shows,
the first showcasing African and
Latin American garb and the second,
that of Asia and Europe. The bright
colors of the African robes, Indian
saris and Japanese kimonos unrolled
a stunning carpet for the colors of
Pho to counc:-y of Cooglc lmagcs
spring, which have needed more
than a little prompting this year.
Much to the audience's delight,
"She's the One," while also playing the adorable Russian kiddo from last
some tracks from earlier works such year's show made another appearas "Up in Flames."
ance in her traditional red and white
Caribou impressively recreated Russian blouse, skirt, hat and boots.
the song structures from the albums
The international dances includwith little loss in quality or complexity. The vocals, both lead and backup, were not always as on-target as
they were on the album, but this
misstep did not greatly detract from
the performance and the band could
not be faulted for anything else. All
four musicians played excellently,
going through complex pieces that Mac Watson
required skill but no unnecessary .\ssociatc O p/Ed Editor
showmanship.
According to Eric Prichard, no
The show did not focus on
Snaith or any of the other members one loves hip-hop as much as he
from the band, but instead made does. When his show, formerly titled
the event a multimedia experience. "Rock 'n' Roll America" began to
The band wore. white shirts in front play mostly hip-hop, he knew it
of the Bottle's white sheet draped was time for a name change. From
across the back of the stage, leaving 9:00-10:00 p.m. Sunday evenings, he
any flamboyance at home. Snaith's assaults the ear with "the freshest
interactions with the crowd were new hip-hop" on "Prich's Epic Hipminimal, occasionally thanking the Hop Battle." He is co-station manager at WLFM, and also is a music
crowd after enthusiastic applause.
The minimalism of the musicians
led the crowd to focus on the music
itself and the orchestrated lighting
effects added another element to
At first, Rich Jones signed up
the experience of the concertgoer.
Snaith's vocals, as on his albums, for a radio show because "it seemed
were sung through two mikes and like a good way to waste time," but
distorted. When combined with his the more he did the show, the more
lazy enunciation, the effect was he realized it meant more than that
to make the vocals an instrument to him. He realized the show gave
as much as verbal output, further hin1 the opportunity to be exposed
deemphasizing the people playing to more new music and expose camthe music in favor of the music pus to the music he was passionate
itself. Caribou's beautiful creations about.
The show seems to be a personal
draw the listener into rapture, and
their show at the Empty Bottle craft- outlet for Jones's love of music,
ily recreated and amplified this rap- especially hip-hop and electronic.
This past week, Jones continued
ture.
broadcasting music he was passion-

ed Afro-Peruvian, Subcontinental
Fusion, a Tibetan duet, a Jamaican
dance, a Ghanaian and South
African dance celebrating freedom,
Dominican Bachata and Merengue,
Japanese Dokkoisho, salsa and the
aforementioned belly dancing.
A new act on the program was
Brazilian Capoeira. A blend of dance,
martial arts and game. Capoeira was
developed in the sixteenth century
as a response to the slave trade. The
art form is marked by the dancers'
fluid movements juxtaposed against
an ominous, pulsing musical beat.
The music of Cabaret ranged
from Johannes Brahms's Third
Sonata for Violin and Piano, to
gypsy violin music, to Jamaican steel
pans to the Brazilian drums of the
Sambistas. The Sambista's performance was a nice reminder that the
talented musical group offers more
than a great dance party beat.
Cabaret is a fine showcase of
talent and international flavor.
Lawrence International President
Giang Bui introduced the show as a
way "to celebrate life through music,
dances, and food from around the
world." The flavorful food came after
Sunday's show in the form of an ethnic dinner at Lucinda's. Highlights
of the dinner were the Indian mango
lassi - drinkable mango yogurt
- and gulab jamun - fried balls
of dough soaked in rose-flavored
syrup, known by many simply as
"balls of fried dessert."
Luckily for those who did not
attend the dinner, the show itself
was saturated in international flavor. The dancers performed wearing vibrant colors, many dancing in
front of colorful backgrounds. The
costumes were a mosaic of colors
that served to whet my palate.
The sounds of Cabaret were also
bursting with flavor. The blended
music of 14 Jamaican steel pans
sounded like sips of tropical fruit
juice, a pineapple-mango-papayabanana-pomegranate-pan blend.
Perhaps someone should suggest
that the Grill stock this flavor juice.
Cabaret 2008 was a colorful and
delectable start to Spring.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, April 19
"Smart People"
"Street Kings"
"Body of War"
"Bra Boys"
"Chaos Theory''

DVD
Tuesday, April 22
"Juno"
"I Want Someone to
Eat Cheese With"
"Lars and the Real Girl"
"War Dance"

· WLFM Preview:
Prich's Epic Hip-Hop Battle
director in charge of the Top ZOO
and Hip-Hop that comes into the station. He enjoys having a radio show
because of the exposure it gives him
to new music, and his show gives a
diverse selection of hip-hop because
of the new material that flows into
the station each week. From Lupe
to Talib and beyond, Prichard does
truly offer something epic. As one
of Lawrence's more informed listeners and most experienced DJ's,
Prichard is bound to entertain with
his Sunday night show.

The Chill with Rich Jones
ate about by focusing on the music
made and enjoyed by Dave Golub,
who was close to Jones.
Through the show, he stays dose
to good Hip-Hop and also close to
campus. At the moment, Rich is very
into new stuff from The Knife and
Spank Rock, and classic jams from
Ghostface and Devin the Dude. By listening to The Chill every Wednesday
from 10:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m., you can
not only hear great tunes but pick
up some of Rich Jones's passion for
music.

Music
Tuesday, April 22
Tapes 'n Tapes "Walk It O!f'
Colin Meloy "Colin
Meloy Sings Live!"
Man Man "Rabbit Habits"
The Long Blondes "Couples"
M83 "Saturdays=Youth"
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Artist Spotlight:
Ben Kraemer

by Anna Hainze
Phoro by Stephen ,\nunson
l~nscmblc play~ m I larpcr I !all for new music conce rt.

New Music at Lawrence

Marte Schaffmeyer
for The Lawn11tim1

It has not been the easiest month
for the Lawrence University composition department. Composition
students arrived for their second
term still acutely aware of the loss
of Professor Jennifer Fitzgerald, the
lovely and talented artist who mentored many of the students, pruning and improving their work. After
last terms' heart-rending memorial
concert for Jen, one would almost
expect composition students to be
nearly devoid of creative energy.
Last Wednesday's New Music at
Lawrence concert proved that this
is not the case. The concert featured
five pieces of original, new music
by students Megan Karls, Liam

O'Brien and Andrew Cardiasmenos.
It included performances by guest
artists Consuelo Sanudo and Jeffrey
Gibbens, and an original work by
David Dies, Interim Professor of
Composition.
Perhaps the most memorable
element of Wednesday night's performance was the diverse stylistic
choices of each composer. As fifthyear composition student Joseph
Pfender noted, "[m]any visiting
students and new faculty members
remark that Lawrence's composition
department is extremely diverse,
which I see as a strength."
Pfender mused that Brian Theo's
recital in Spring 2006 may have been
the last official concert to so prominently feature electronic music.
Indeed, the department's diversity

was featured prominently in the
student's five compositions.
The show opened with Meg Karls'
smart string quartet piece entitled
"Passacaglia: for the spring thaw."
Danielle Simandl began the piece
with wavering notes and chords that
resembled the tuning of her violin.
The piece grew with warm tones and,
at times, accented unfamiliar chords
with startling scratches and other
noises rarely heard from a violin.
Having written the piece for Dies'
fundamentals of composition class,
Karls' compositional debut provided
the concert with a splendid introduction to the department's diversity
and range.
Karls also performed elegant-

920-730-7070
109 E. COLLEGE AVENUE

OPEN 10:30AM-3AM
EVERY DAY
TOPPERS.COM • FEED THE NEED™
AS!Oordergetsthegoodsdellvmd.lZJIIII

"Objects made in
porcelain are often fragile, feminine, commercial,
white, pure, upper-class .__::aa...,.IE.:..l-...
and sometimes lm.1llious
Phom courtesy o f Jessie .\rlcn
and elaborate to the point
ciations
that
people develop with
that they become non-functional."
These are the words Ben Kraemer specific materials," said Kraemer.
used to describe his recent Mudd Working mostly in ceramics, as
demonstrated by his very original
Gallery art exhibit.
Directly influenced by his exhibit in the Mudd, Ben is interchildhood, along with the concepts ested in the relationship between
of commerciality and materialism, ceramic craft and ceramic art espethe beautiful display took every- cially focusing on this recontextuday childhood toys and added an alization of materials and ideas.
Other Lawrence showings
element of surprise. A component
of each object, such as a tire on of his works have included varia bike, was carefully cast in por- ous Wriston Art Collective events
as well as making a "sh*t-ton of
celain.
As an Environmental Studies bowls" for the Empty Bowls event
and Biology-Chemistry double sponsored by the same Collective
major with a minor in Studio Art, with all proceeds from bowl sales
Ben knows a lot about challenges, going to an Appleton soup kitchen.
something that he has lately incor- Ben will have new work displayed
porated into his artwork. "I like to in the Senior Art Minor Show in
play with and challenge the asso- late May.

$3.00
OFF YOUR ORDER

•i

VALID WITH MINIMUM $10.00 ORDER. PLEASE MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
MUST PRESENT COUPON TD RECEIVE DISCOUNT.
Act while you're still hungry, because this offer expires 4/18/08 and you'll soon be full.
look for other great deals at Toppers.com.
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Ramble on Baseball claims non-conference win
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the Roof

Joy Manweiler
Staff \'('rircr

The Lawrence University baseball team hosted the Muskies of
Lakeland College last Tuesday, but
they were everything but polite to
their guests.
After three scoreless innings, the
Vikings (4-9, 0-4 MWC) scored seven
runs in the fourth and never looked
back. Lakeland pitcher Bill Miller
walked two putting seniors Tim Salm
and Tommy Schmidt on base.
Following a bunt by sophomore
T.J. Frett, the bases were loaded.
Miller let in the first run of the game
Torrin Thatcher
when he hit senior Adam Fritsch
Columnist
with a pitch.
Freshman Robert Rashid tripled
The NFL Draft is coming! Get
prepared for hours of coverage and to right field, allowing Schmidt, Frett
Mel Kiper's hair. As always, the pre- and Fritsch to score and putting the
draft topic is the first overall pack Yikes up by four.
Rashid scored on senior Doug
with all the required media noise
leading up to the most important McEneaney's single,giving McEneaney
weekend in April. We all know that his sixth RBI of the season. Senior
one of the most important positions Ben Webster then hit his first homer
in sports is quarterback. That's why this year to bring in McEneaney and
they make all the money and com- himself and put Lawrence up 7-0.
The ~!uskies scored one run in
mercials! While some teams are
perfectly content with their signal the fifth and two runs in the sevcaller, others have searched more enth to complete the game's scorthan Magellan. We all know about ing. Sophomore pitcher Andy Frelich
Brady, the elder Manning, Leaf, went the distance for the Vikings,
Couch and such, but what about allowing only seven hits, while strika few guys that haven't received ,.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
nearly as much criticism or praise? squad.
The 26the pick of the 49ers
The 16th pick in '91 of the
in '97 was Jim Druckenmiller Seahawks was Dan McGwire from
from Virginia Tech. Steve Young's San Diego State. The Seattle front
head was being knocked around office had to decide between
excessively, and the Frtsco brass McGwire and Favre, a choice they
was looking for a replacement. regret. Mark started three games in
Druckenmiller's rookie season pro- his Seattle career spanning four seaduced results were typical of a new- sons and compiled 2 TD, 6 lnt and
comer; 21-52, 239 yards, 1 touch- 745 yards in 74 career completions
down (TD) and 4 interceptions (Int) - Drew Brees threw more passes in
in only four appearances, one being one game against Wisconsin while
a start. He should improve, right? at Purdue than McGwire completed
Wrong.
in his career: Do you wonder if he
He never threw another pass looks at Mark's accomplishments
in the NFL; the only productive and is jealous, or do you think Dan
thing he did was lose four yards is happy about being an absolute
on three carrtes the next year. His bomb instead of bemg asked by
claim to fame is having the longest Congress how he hit bombs?
•
name of a quarterback until Ben
The 222nd pick in '93 of the
Roethlisberger arrtved in '04.
Chargers was Trent Green from
The 187th pick of the draft Indiana. Green did not play his first
in'98 was Matt Hasselbeck from four years in the league, but made
Boston College by the Packers. Ron the most of his opportunity. In '98
Wolf thought it was a good idea to with the Redskins, he threw for 23
frequently take QBs in later rounds TD, 11 Int and 3,441 yards in 14
- see Aaron Brooks and Mark starts. He left for St. Louis, had a
Brunell - and Matt was a good serious injury - you're welcome
choice. He sat two years behind Kurt Warner - then moved on
Favre until Mike Holmgren said to Kansas City for six productive
"head west, young man", specifi- seasons. Overall, Trent has tossed
cally to Seattle. Since 2001, Matt 162 TD, 108 Int and 27,960 yards
has thrown for 140 TD and 22,188 in a lengthy career that has suryards with only 84 lnt. He is a prtsed all.
three-time Pro Bowler and made the
Let's end on a sour note, shall
All-Pro team in 2005. Looks like he we?
doesn't mind the west or the west
The first pick in '63 of the L.A.
coast offense.
Rams was Terry Baker from Oregon
The first pick of the Falcons in State. While playing for the Beavers,
'01 was Michael Vick from Virginia Baker won the Heisman Trophy,
Tech. He now wrttes letters and the Maxwell Award, All-Amertcan
plays football in prtson. Nice!
honors, and was the Sportsman of
The 12th pick in '99 of the Bears the Year in'62 according to Sports
was Cade McNown from UCIA. In illustrated; a fair college career, I
six rookie starts, he threw for 8 TD, would say. How'd pro life go? In 18
10 Int and 1,465 yards. Not too bad career games spanning three yeai:s
for his first year. The next year he - no starts - he went 12-21 throwthrew 8 TD, 10 lnt and for 1,646 ing with exactly zero touchdowns, 4
yards in nine starts. The following interceptions and 154 yards. He ran
year? He never threw another NFL for 210 yards and one touchdown!
uass.
Think of it this way, he was sacked
- The 168th pick in '00 of the seven times with 21 career pass
Saints was Marc Bulger from West attempts. He realized his football
Virginia. He jumped from the Saints days were over and earned a J.D.
to the Falcons in 2000 and didn't • from the University of Southern
play his first year. Since joining the California Law School. He definitely
Rams in 2001, he has started all 72 passed a bar better than a football.
games he's appeared in and thrown
Franchises always hope for the
for 106 TD, 74 lnt and 18,625 best, but the reality is that teams
yards. Not too bad for a guy who can strike gold, iron pyrtte, an oily
was cut during training camp and mess or the Centenary Diamond.
had t~ spend a year on the practice Let's hope that Wisconsin's A-Rod

ing out five and walking four.
The second game was suspended
by rain after Lawrence scored five
runs in the second inning. A date
to complete the game has not yet
been set.
Lawrence is back in action this

weekend against conference ioe
Beloit College (13-7, 3-3 MWC),
when they travel to face the Bucs
Saturday and then host at Whiting
Field Sunday with a 1 p.m. start time.
Lawrentians are invited to come out
and support their home team.
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0
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3
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1
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Lawrence
UW-Stout

Lawrence
UW-Stout

Standings
Softball
N. Standings

Carroll
St. Norbert
Lawrence

Ri~on
Be oit

MWC

3-1
2-0
1-1
0-0
0--l

Baseball
N. Standings
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Ripon
St. Norbert
Beloit
Carroll
Lawrence

Softball goes 1 and 2
Douglas McEneaney
Staff \X 'ritcr

The softball team continued its
Midwest conference play this past
Monday with a triple-header. Our
ladies played Monmouth, Giinnell
and Beloit, who are all conference opponents trying to win their
spot in the Midwest Conference
Tournament.
The first game of the triple-header was against Monmouth College
(6-12), who just missed the playoffs
last year. The Yikes began their first
game cold, giving up four runs in the
first inning. Monmouth pitcher Sarah
Christensen went the distance and
completely shut down our Vikings.
Monmouth was able to coast with
their four-run lead as they defeated
our Vikings 6-0. Senior Lawrence
captain Carne Van Groll and junior
Amanda Hauser each had a pair of
hits, more than half of the Viking
hits for the game.
Discouraged at the first game,
the Vikings tried to go into the
game against Giinnell with a new
game plan. Unfortunately Giinnell
brought the best softball play of
the season and, in combination with

some defensive breakdowns, forced
a Lawrence loss with the score 11-3
in five innings.
The game ended two innings
early, denying Lawrence the chance
for a comeback. There were not
many highlights of the game, aside
from senior Megan Butterbrodt's
monstrous three-run home run, providing all of Lawrence's run production. Junior Jenna Reichel had two of
the Vikings four hits.
With one more game to play
for the day, our Vikings knew they
could not come home without a win
under their belt. It is safe to say that
Beloit had a treat coming their way.
The Vikings did not waste any time
either, scortng seven runs in the first
inning.
The Vikings batted almost oneand-a-half times through the lineup
before the end of the first inning! The
stunned Buccaneers of Beloit College
did not know how to respond as
they went scoreless through the first
three innings.
The Vikings piled on another
four runs in the third, blocking the
little sunlight the Buccaneers had for
a comeback. Sophomore Meredith
Foshag pitched a beauty of a game,

MWC

G-0
3-1
3,S
2-4
0-4

Men's Tennis
N. Standings

St. Norbert
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence

Beloit

MWC

2-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

O'All

10-6
9-8
3-10
7-9
3-20

O'All
14-3

11-6
13-9
6-12
4-11

O'All

11-12
4-9
8-6
5-8

0-5

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
April 16, 2008
allowing only one run in the fourth
inning.
Lawrence defeated Beloit 13-1.
Ten softball players received action
in the game, with all Lawrence
starters reaching base and scoring.
Reichel, sophomore Alex Goodson,
and freshman Carli Gurholt each had
two hits and Foshag had a good eye,
walking three times.
There is still a lot more softball
to play and our ladies must play
well over the next weeks to gain a
possible spot in the conference tournament. The ladies play Finlandia
at home Saturday. Lawrentians may
cheer them on at 1 p.m. If you do
not know where to go, I suggest you
remember that the diamonds near
Alexander Gym are our softball girls'
best friend.

Viking Performer of the Week

- - - - - - - - -........- - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - P h -o-,o.a.b)-' Joy-~-!an-w-cil.....,cr
Rashid makes solid contact and continues his success for the Yikes.

Rashid was named
Midwest
Conference
Player of the Week for bis
outstanding performance
against Lakeland College
on Aprtl 8. Rashid is a
freshman from Evanston,
ill. In the game against
Lakeland College, Rashid
went l-for-3 with three
RBIs and a run scored.
His three RBIs came in
one fourth inning at bat.
Against UW-Stout on
Tuesday, Rashid, a rightfielder, had two at bats
and was walked once and
struck out the other time.
Rashid is currently batting .294, has 10 hits,
8 runs and 6 RBIs in 34
at bats.
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What's true in sports?
~~t,:~roh

True and False

1. WTWO (world toe-wrestling organization) applied for

Olympic status.
2. The world record for high jump is 2.61 m.
3. The record for most strikeouts in MLB is five in one
inning by Nolan Ryan.
4. 2008 Division I HS hockey state (Michigan) championship ends in a tie.
5. Masazumi Soejima finished the Boston Marathon in
1 hr 29 min.
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Lawrence golf team
posts 4th place finish
Matt Hoh
S1aff Wn 1cr

The Lawrence golf team played
their way to a fourth-place tie with
Ripon Sunday at the Ripon College
Invitational. As a team, Lawrence
shot a 352, missing a third-place finish by two strokes. The invitational
was played at Lawsonia Golf Club in
Green Lake, Wis., a par-72 course.
Lawrence's five-man team shot
within six strokes of each other
in the first match of the year in
Wisconsin. Jon Mays led the way for
the Vikings, shooting an 86, good
enough to put him in a three-way tie
for seventh place.
Wonjae Sung shot an 87, Tom
Vyskocil 89, Adam Ferguson 90 and
James Breen 92. Vyskocil commented
on the performance: "It was kind of
disappointing to take fourth, but at
the same time it was nice to know we
had a shot at first. If our last golfer
would have been able to shoot a 76
we would have taken first, and that's
nice to know for the future."
The course was ranked the fiftyfifth best classic golf course in the

nation by Golfweek magazine. It
is also said to have a great layout, unmatched beauty, outstanding panorama, historical landmarks
and abundant wildlife. All in all, it
sounds like a great place to play.
However, all of the course's features are only beneficial when the
weather cooperates, which it did not
last weekend; the high was 43.
"I was wearing sweat pants with
khakis over and then wind pants
over that" Vyskocil said when asked
about the weather.
The constant 14-mph wind with
gusts up to 25 m.p.h. made a cold
day even tougher. As Vyskocil said,
"Some shots we needed to use an
extra couple dubs to get the distance."
The Viking golf team is back in
action when they head down to the
Beloit Invitational April 19, where
they will be playing at Glen Erin Golf
Club.
The team departs for the Beloit
Invitational hoping to build upon a
solid start to the season and work
towards the automatic bid into the
Division III golf tournament.
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Athlete of the Week: Dave Golub
Cross Country and Track
Katie Nadel
Spores Edito r

Interview with Dave Go/ub's Coach, Jen Jacobsen.
1. What kind of an athlete was Dave?
He loved competition and lived for race day. He was
really committed to racing being fun. If there was a
Lawrence fan on the side of the cross country course,
he made sure to high-five them. At the same time,
though, he was as gutsy as they come.

2. I've heard that Dave was a very fun and energetic
teammate. How did he contribute to the team personality-wise?
He just had a great energy. Even if he was complaining,
he made it funny. He had such a big personality and he
played off of other people. It was actually his performance during our pre-season talent show that inspired
our t-shirt this year: "It's business time!"
3. What will you miss most about Dave as an athlete?
Dave is an athlete. His pure competitiveness was so
unique and special. Those of us in an academic setting,
sometimes we think too much and forget to just compete. As a person, besides his energy, I will miss his
compassion for not only his teammates, but everyone
that he met.

-.;__----..:.=~;....;...;__""--""'""'"......-

..........;;..-.-.

Photo by Joy Manweiler
D ave hamrrnng ir up o n the Cross Country course.

4. What was Dave's best moment this year?
At the Private College Championships, he had a
great race and dropped a·huge amount of time.
He decided that he would have the confidence
to just do it. It's not often that you have a
freshman as your number one runner. He went
straight to the starting line with freedom from
,~~.-..~;;;;J self-limitations that allowed him great success.

5. Do you have any other thoughts you would
like to share?
Toe past couple of days, we have been talking
as a team about how Dave would want to be
remembered. For his embrace of life, his sense
of fun, and his enthusiasm for other people.
I think in the end, he would want us to smile
when we think about him.

Phoro by Joy Manweiler
Dave Ocft) running with his fellow C ross Country te:umnarcs.

Athlete of the Week:

On behalf of. all of the athletes who knew Dave,
and for those who did not get the chance, our
thoughts, sympathies and prayers are with Dave
and his famity and friends.

Doug McEneaney '08

Soccer and Baseball
Ashlee Thatcher
Staff Wnrcr

1. What is the most important thing that
you are working on this season?
Confidence. It's always been a problem for
me. I have the support of my teammates
though. My good buddy, Tim Salm, always
reassures me, "Hey, we trust you." Knowing
that I have their trust is what I need to make
sure that I step out there with confidence at
every practice and during every game.

2. What is your favorite baseball moment?
Probably would have to be freshman year in
the airport on the way to spring training. My
friend Bryan Rosen and I had a race while we . _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - '
Photo by Joy M=wcilcr
were waiting. I was in a wheelchair and he
was pretending to be a monkey.
McEneaney makinl\ contact with the ball.
3. You are in the second half of the season already. What are you doing differently to maximize team potential?
Defense is what we are working on a lot. We need to make sure that we are stopping the ball first and then throwing.

4. This is your senior season. What will you miss most about baseball?
I will miss representing LU athletics. Some people get all worked up in academics and social life and just forget
that it's a huge honor to play for your college.
5. What do you want to be remembered for on this team?
Decreasing the average team height.
Photo courtesy of Jo n Mays
Vyskocil strikes a ball while on the golf trip in Geo rgia.

6. If you could give your teammates one piece of advice, what would it be?
Hit the strikes and lay off the balls.
·
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w wrence University ftfrtSical Production presents:

Cabaret
Directed by David Hanzal
Showing:

Editor-in-Chief:

April 17, 18, 19 at 8 p.m.
Cloak Theater

Dorothy Wickens

The year: 1930
The place: Berlin

Christie Mccowen

Business &
Managing Editor:

News Editor:

Inside the seedy Kit Kat Klub,
painted ladies (and painted gentlemen) sing and dance as if life were
an endless party. But outside, Nazis'
are marching in the street and Hitler
is coming into power...
Recommended fo r marure audiences.
Contains adult content and themes.

Class of 1965 Grant Deadline
Alicia Bones
.\ ssociatc News E.ditor

The deadline for the Class of
1965 Student Activity Grant is fast
approaching. The grant, developed
through an endowment from the
class of 1965, financially supports
student activities that promote a
community atmosphere at Lawrence.
Applications should include a
description of the proposed activity,

Music
continued from page 9
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ly in Liam O'Brien's piece "The
World Was Born When I Was Born."
Perhaps the most conventional of
the three pieces written by the
prolific sophomore, the piece for
soprano Erica Hamilton, Karls on
violin, and O'Brien's radio highlighted the composer as a triplethreat O'Brien's witty words were
woven among the traditional voice
and violin and were accented by
the timid, surprisingly novel fuzz
of O'Brien's performed radio.
Another piece by O'Brien, entitled
"Continuation," consisted of five
saxophones and an accompanying
film composed of pieces of stock
footage that portrayed a sinister
progression of man from conception to death to conception. The
interplay of film and music was
very effective, and the music itself
was subtle and moving.
Junior Andrew Cardiosmenos
showcased his quaint romp "The
Sorcerer's Dance." The most traditional song of the night, the
piece was written for the uncanny ensemble of soprano sax, alto
sax, viola, piano, and bass. While
Cardiosmenos' piece was eloquently written, and at times quite
pretty, he seems to lack some of
i .'

the intended benefit for the Lawrence
community, a budget and a description of the promotional materials for
the event.
Events awarded grants will be
held during first term of next year.
Applications are due in sixth week
for this grant, which is awarded each
term. Interested students should
turn in their materials to the Alumni
Office by May 7 at 5 p.m.
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the more adventurous qualities of
his peers.
Also performed were Lee
Hoiby's neither new nor studentwritten "Bermudas" -which showcased Madison's talented guest artists' Consuelo Sanudo's soprano
and Jeffery's Gibbon's polished
piano - and Dies' piece "Overture
to Hills Like White Elephants,"
again preformed by the gifted
guest soprano, this time accompanied by the Lawrence Incidental
Orchestra.
While the performances of both
pieces went quite well, "Elephants"
lost something to the peculiarity
of its featured placement in the
concert. Professors of Composition
have had music performed in new
music concerts before, but programming Dies' piece as last on the
concert seemed to draw attention
away from the students and on to
him. This seems not to be in keeping with the spirit of the New Music
concerts of the past, aside from
showing poor taste.
Though occasionally marred by
lengthy stage re-settings between
pieces, it would be safe to say that
the New Music at Lawrence recital
went seamlessly. Far from creatively drained or weary, the composition department has proved it is
still a vital source of stimulating
music at Lawrence University.
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EDITORLJ\L POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined by the editors. Any
opinions which appear
unsigned are those of the
majority of The Lawrentian's
editorial board.

Letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged.
The editors reserve the right
to edit for style and space.
Letters must be e-mailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be teJ.1: attachments.
- All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
- All submissions to the editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submit·
ted without a contact number
will not be published
- The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency,
and grammar.

- Letters to the editor
should not be more than 350
words, and will be edited for
clarity, decency and grammar.

- Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.

